Impact of magnetic steering on gastric transit time of a capsule endoscopy (with video).
Delayed gastric transit of the capsule may lead to incomplete small bowel examination, reducing the diagnostic yield. Thus, this study was designed to determine if magnetic steering could enhance capsule gastric emptying and mucosal visualization within the duodenum. The intervention group comprised 100 patients undergoing magnetic-controlled capsule endoscopy between May to September 2017 in whom magnetic control was used to assist transpyloric passage of the capsule and duodenal inspection. A cohort of 100 patients who had undergone the procedure before May 2017 was randomly selected from the database as an historic control group in whom transpyloric movement of the capsule occurred spontaneously (without magnetic assistance). The difference in the pyloric transit time (PTT) and duodenal papilla detection rate (DPDR) between the 2 groups were compared, and related factors were also investigated. Transpyloric passage of the capsule under magnetic control was successfully performed in 59 patients (59%). Median PTT was greatly reduced in the intervention group from 58.38 minutes (range, 13.45-87.47) to 4.69 minutes (range, 1.56-55.00; P < .001), and DPDR was also greatly improved with magnetic steering (30.5% vs 9%, P < .001). Magnetic steering, male gender, and higher body mass index were independently associated with reduced gastric transit time and magnetic steering with an enhanced DPDR. Magnetic steering of the capsule can enhance gastric emptying of the capsule and may prove useful in nonobese and female patients who appeared to have longer gastric transit time and achieved a better DPDR than that under the action of peristalsis alone. (Clinical trial registration number: NCT03441945.).